WORLD’S BEST
SEVERE SERVICE STOP - TAIL - TURN BULB
CANDLEPOWER part # 198HD
(Replaces 198, 1157, 2057, and P21/5W bulbs)

Passenger car signal bulbs have it easy. With today's advanced suspensions and tires, they hardly
ever get bumped, shaken or jostled. But rough, high-vibration, commercial, motorcycle, and off-road
vehicle service will quickly beat even the best ordinary brake and signal bulbs. So, Candlepower
offers an extraordinary solution: our Severe Duty 198HD 2-filament bulb for park/turn and brake/tail
lamps. This brawny bulb is engineered to endure workweek after workweek in heavy duty tractortrailers, buses, fleet vehicles and construction equipment where dead ordinary bulbs cost money
in downtime ... and weekend after weekend in motorcycles, snowmobiles and off road vehicles,
where dead ordinary bulbs cost fun. Best of all, no special retrofit work is needed to put these bulbs
to work for you, because Candepower 198HD bulbs directly, correctly and legally replace the most
common 2-filament signal bulbs in North America: 1157, 2057 and P21/5W.
The heart of Candlepower's extra tough bulb is our triple-supported, Toughened Tungsten filament
set. The central filament support is key to the vibration resistance of the bulb. Other 198s are merely
ordinary bulbs with a plain wire folded
over the regular filament. This can reduce
light output below legal levels, does not
proof the filament against destructive
vibration, and can actually cause
failure when filament coils short out on the
folded wire. Candlepower's
filament/support assembly is purposeengineered for severe service. We
use a specially coiled filament with a
hardened center section. On this
center section, we securely clamp our
special ductile wire filament
support. The filament coils cannot short out
against the clamp or each other,
and the whole assembly is rugged and sturdy.
The filament assembly is
encapsulated within our premium heavy duty silica
glass globe filled with high
molecular weight inert gas for a long, cool-running
service life.
The base of a Severe Duty bulb has to be equal to the long service life of the filament, or there will
be problems when the time finally comes to replace the bulb. Candlepower's 198HD bulb has a
diametrically maximized base that fits and stays securely even in older, worn sockets. It is triple
Nickel plated for excellent corrosion resistance, and features extra tall, thermally stable PbSnSballoy contact buttons that won't deform, creep or melt. The base is filled with high density vitreous
phenolic and is bonded to the glass globe with thermoset resin adhesive that will not bake out or
separate.
Candlepower's Severe Duty 198HD bulb is the one to pick for unbeatable durability in punishing
applications. And all this advanced engineering is available to you at a surprisingly affordable price
that won't cancel the savings from reduced downtime. Contact us - we'll be glad to discuss this and
any of our automotive and heavy duty bulb solutions with you.

